enforced by the diversity of genres, art as citizen participation, artists as opinion-makers and politicians, the political conscience of the artist, art education and politics, etc.
Jazz and politics-an example
A seemingly extreme example of art as politics and at the same time one of the most complex is the phenomenon-of-jazz. I intentionally do not say jazz-music (only). Historically, there is a long list of perspectives in which jazz has represented various political discourses. For instance, the blues-symbol of the spiritual freedom of the slave population of Afro-Americans in nineteenth century US or the Afro-Latin jazz symbol of the liberating revolutions in Central and South America from the second half of the twentieth century onwards (cf. Baraka 1963) . Another discourse was introduced by the "new thing"-the free jazz of the late 1950s and 1960s by artists such as Ornette Coleman, Cecil Taylor, John Coltrane, Charles Mingus, Eric Dolphy, Albert Ayler, Archie Shepp, and Sun Ra. The new thing was primarily an aesthetic revolution taking jazz away from tonality and a set form. At the same time, however, the new thing was a self-awareness manifesto with a strong message against the real racism of the US (cf. Baraka 1967) . It was not only in the Americas that jazz played a political role-the German Nazi regime found a dangerous cultural-and-political enemy in jazz; paradoxically, jazz was, on the other hand, used by German propaganda to influence the British population via AM broadcasting of swing with parody-texts sung in English. Like the Nazi regime, the totalitarian communist regimes in Central-Eastern European countries after the Second World War neither appreciated nor supported jazz and were suspicious of the freedom-and-individualistic form of art. In response to this distrust, one of the strongest (intellectual) dissident movements against the communist dictatorship in the Czech Republic (formerly part of Czechoslovakia) was the so called "jazz section"-an association of jazz musicians, jazz fans, writers, artists and intellectuals, active in the 1970s and 1980s. The most recent writing on the political aspects of jazz is a thorough analysis of how jazz participated in the making of French cultural identity (cf. Jordan 2010) . Since the early twentieth century, jazz has existed in France; however, it has been subjected to strong-mainly right-wing-criticism that it is un-French and alien to true French culture. Once the prohibition of jazz in France during German occupation in WW2 came to an end, France became a dreamland for American jazz players. For at least two decades, Paris turned into a jazz capital of Europe of sorts, and a rich strong and exciting discourse on the role of jazz began to emerge in genuine French culture. The jazz discourse somehow needed to solve the tension between the jazz purists (e.g. Andre Hodeir) on the one hand, who praised "black" American jazz, and on the other the mass-acceptance of easy-listening French swing and typical French jazz, manouche (gypsy jazz). Thus, Jordan's (2010) analysis offers a comprehensive look at the culture-aesthetics-art-politics complex with its strong interrelations; many of his observations surpass the narrow bounds of French reality and are worth applying more generally.
The present symposium
The contributions to this issue are organized in a "scholastic" way-starting with the more general and abstract, proceeding to more specific and narrative issues, and finally returning to the abstract. It opens with Krzysztof P. Skowronski, a Polish philosopher, offering a pragmatist deliberation on the creative nature of democratic skills that resembles the very nature of art and aesthetics. Skowronski analyzes the ideas of three classical American pragmatists William James, John Dewey and George Herbert Mead and claims that "by emphasizing the role of democratic values in philosophy and life ... [they] encroach upon the field of art and aesthetics". As an individual activity, the free expression of thought, plurality of the form of expression, and acceptance of criticism these may be considered as categories to which artistic principles and the nature of aesthetic norms and values may be applied.
A further three studies illustrate the interplay between political agendas and their moreor-less direct aesthetic consequences or reactions to them. Susan E. Reid analyzes the transition from conservative (Stalinist) to reformist (Khrushchev) communism in the Soviet State as it relates to art in peoples homes. A platform entitled "art for the home" introduced a reformist period of paintings that were "primarily decorative rather than ideological". This is not to say that they were not to express social meanings and/or an educational purpose, but rather that the "mindset" of political belief at the end of the 1950s had expanded in such a way that it assumed that it could "advance communism by surrounding people with beauty, thereby fostering their aesthetic upbringing and all-round development."
Sabina Jankovičová and Magda Petrjánošová compare monumental art in Slovakia during communism and the democratic period that followed (after the Velvet Revolution in 1989). After outlining the pathetic nature of the socialist-realism art of the communist period, as well as the manipulative practices of the political elites towards the artists, she arrives at a deeply disappointed diagnosis of contemporary art in public spaces in Slovakia-despite twenty-two years of democratic development. Surprisingly, she closes with a plea for a (centrally agreed) cultural policy (as is accepted in France, Germany or The Netherlands) in order to prevent kitsch, exaggerated nationalist tendencies, and political "disuse" of art in public spaces. In this respect, Jankovičová state that "without rules, only anarchy exists".
The third empirical paper presents a broad international spectrum of artists' direct engagement with political agendas and an overview of diverse activities in both the visual arts and theatre. Dáša Čiripová offers a brief introduction to the topic presenting the iconic German, Joseph Beuys, and then explores examples from Lebanon (Rabih Mroué), China (e.g. Zhang Huan), the Czech Republic (e.g. a group called Ztohoven) and Slovakia (e.g. Jana Kapelová, Michal Moravčík, and Stoka theatre). Čiripová's point is that artists play an indispensable role in public affairs and may play distinctive roles within the politically exhausted public sphere.
The symposium closes with a sophisticated reflection on Rorty's essay "Heidegger, Kundera, and Dickens" by Wojciech Małecki, which seeks resources to overcome the current intercultural global clash and finds them in art-particularly. While reading Małecki's paper and before reading the author's conclusion-"If one wants to change the world for the better, and not merely interpret it, one should read fewer philosophers (be they Heidegger, Marx, or Rorty for that matter), fewer scholarly articles (such as this one, for instance), and more novelists, such as Rushdie or Dickens. Indeed, Rorty's lesson is that if there is anything that might prevent us from blowing ourselves up with thermonuclear bombs one day in some insane clash of civilizations, then it is novels rather than philosophy."-I was forced to recall the excellent Argentinean novelist and essayist, Ernesto Sabato, and his observations on the limitations of abstract thinking as compared to the complexity of artistic expression in essays with symptomatic titles like "Art as Knowledge" or "Superiority of art over thought", "The Total Novel", or "Demands of the Body": "Philosophy on its own cannot achieve a synthesis of the fragmented human being... It is only the novel that can fully encompass pure thought, emotions and passions, dreams and myths. In other words: a real anthropology ... can be reached only in a novel..." (Sabato 2002, 25, 131; transl. to English G.B.) .
Paradoxically all three empirical analyses document totalitarian or post-totalitarian reality. While reading them one might think of a certain "complementarity" between-on the one hand-the pragmatist assertion about the artistic/aesthetical nature of democracy, and on the other hand the totalitarian-communist confidence that beauty is an important facilitator of human development. However, the pragmatic expectation that art-and-aesthetic agency might play a spontaneous, "automatic" role in democracy seems to have significant limitations (as Jankovičová and Petrjánošová well illustrate). Yet, in spite of the incompatibility of the ideologies of communism and democracy, their opinions about the role of art seem to besurprisingly-fairly close.
It is obvious how fragmentary the five papers in this symposium seem in light of the vast list of possible topics and studies on the interaction between art and politics. Still, we feel fortunate to be able to present you with this modest collection; we believe the papers will not only attract the reader's attention, but also justify the topic itself and lay the foundation blocks for a follow-up. 
